Abstract

The essay examines the *Bekleidung* theory, or the theory of architectural cladding. It investigates the meaning of the *Bekleidung* notion as well as its various implications. Generally translated as the theory of cladding, *Bekleidung* also refers to the more fundamental role of architecture as the art of enclosure.

Since the beginning of its conception in the nineteenth century, the *Bekleidung* theory has undergone various interpretations throughout the twentieth century. While many leading theorists and architects were influenced by the notion, some others objected it. The essay traces the beginning and the transformation of the *Bekleidung* concept from the end of the nineteenth century to the beginning of the twentieth century through the theories of Gottfried Semper and Adolf Loos. While Semper’s theory marked the beginning of the concept, Loos’s opened its entrances towards the mainstream theory and practice.

The paper argues that the concept of architectural cladding is partly a response to the cultural expectation of frontality that calls for architectural order and definition. The purposes of cladding are responsive to spatial, material, and technical as well as symbolic aspects of the building. Cladding is not only a working of
the flat surface of the façade, but also a manifold of boundaries and enclosures, which binds architectural ensembles into a unified whole. Cladding is a tool to bind all parts and materials together into a new visible order. It also defines the way buildings are used and occupied. Architectural cladding is a response to the natural desire of humans to order, to bind, to shelter and to delimit. Such desire antecedes all human artifacts, and hence precedes all spatial construct. In order for space to be considered as a part of either an architectural body or a city, it needs to be bound, ordered and differentiated at the same time that it is integrated as part of a larger field. *Bekleidung* is what lends both material and form to space. The spatiality of architecture comes into being through this logic of binding and ordering the multiple levels of architectural boundaries in which we dwell.
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On The Surface: Purposes of Architectural Enclosure

The architect’s general task is to provide a warm and livable space. Carpets are warm and livable. He decides for this reason to spread out one carpet on the floor and to hang up four to form the four walls. But you cannot build a house out of carpets. Both the carpet on the floor and the tapestry on the wall require a structural frame to hold them in the correct place. To invent this frame is the architect’s second task. This is the correct and logical path to be followed in architecture. It was in this sequence that mankind learned how to build. In the beginning there was cladding.

Adolf Loos,¹

In the beginning there was cladding,² proclaimed Adolf Loos in his essay Das Prinzip der Bekleidung, which addressed the very fundamental question regarding the origins of architecture. From the opening paragraph, regardless of his historical and anthropological accuracy, Loos had made it clear that the creation of a structural framework is historically and logically secondary. To invent walls and frames, the structural basis that allows architecture to stand, is the architect’s second task. The original motive of architecture is the creation of livable space, which is formed by the configuration of the covering membrane, be it a carpet, a textile hanging, or an animal skin. Space is created according to purpose and need.

Loos acknowledged his sources explicitly. As an Austrian architect and writer, known for his polemics, Adolf Loos was familiar with Gottfried Semper’s architecture in Vienna. Taking after Semper’s brilliant pedagogy and rigorous research, Loos continued to claim that mankind learned how to build in this sequence. The essence of his essay lies in its first five opening paragraphs. However, with minute detailed emphasis on materials, the principles of cladding are at times diminished to a mere surface treatment for either technical or aesthetic effects. Thus, the readers are left to wonder what the notion of Bekleidung means to Loos. Generally translated as “cladding,” is Bekleidung a matter of covering the surface of one material with another, or is it something else altogether?
Loos imagined the primordial man as follows: man (with or without body ornamentation) sought shelter and protection from inclement weather; hence, he sought to cover himself. Such covering is the oldest architectural detail. Originally it was made out of animal skins or textile products. Yet, the covering had to be put up somewhere if it was to afford enough shelter to a family. Man started spreading out carpets on the earth under his feet and hanging them up around him. Thus, providing protection from all sides marked the beginning of architectural enclosure. Yet those carpets could not stand on their own, and this marked the beginning of a solid, rigid framework to support those carpets, be it a structural framework or a wall. In this way, the idea of architecture developed in the mind of mankind.3

Membranes of some kind provide rooms or livable space. As man covers himself with clothing, he provides habitable rooms and livable space for his body. The primary impulse of architecture, according to Loos, is to clothe/to clad, an act that pertains to the way the building is occupied and used. Yet, Loos's essay split the Bekleidung notion into two seemingly irreconcilable components. On the one hand, Loos seems to suggest that the first motive of architecture is the cladding of surface for technical or aesthetic reasons. On the other hand, his argument also implies that enclosure-making is the first impulse for architecture, just as we clad in order to make a livable room. Thus the cladding concept refers simultaneously to the creation of surface finishing and the creation of inhabitable space.

For Loos, cladding both encloses and finishes. As the whole thickness of architectural enclosure, such as walls, floors and ceilings, defines space, the enclosure itself is also defined by its finishing. The cladding also needs to be clad. Cladding, be it for decoration or protection, is an act of ordering and defining the order of architectural enclosure. It is the definition of both space and materials.

It is through Loos's writings rather than Semper's that the notion of cladding entered the mainstream of architectural theory.4 Loos introduced his polemics with a great debt to, and perhaps at the great expense of, Gottfried Semper. Without Semper's concept of Bekleidung, perhaps Loos's idea of function and its relationship to form could not have been so clearly formulated.
The Art of Cladding

Gottfried Semper was among the leading German theorists whose arguments framed much of the Nineteenth-century debate on constructional and material expression. Semper seemed to devote critical attention to the higher value of artistic symbolism. He wrote of an artistic/utilitarian drive in which evolving materials and structural support systems were integrated with a representational language of artistic ornament, regarding the ideal symbolism of real buildings to be of vital importance.

At the core of Semper’s theory was his belief that materiality and production form a point of intersection where human intellect and will meet with the objective world. After a succession of German idealist philosophers who believed that art must transcend material reality, such as Kant and Schiller, Semper defended the materiality of architecture from the domination of the subjective imagination. He proposed that theorists to take into account man’s handling of the physical world rather than considering solely the mind’s imaginative faculty. For Semper, the unity of culture was located in the ways that people satisfied both their spiritual and material drives in the act of making artistic and useful things. This assessment of the nature of materials and technologies of production became central to Semper’s thinking. It also involved an understanding of how architecture developed its physical form in earliest human culture. In contrast to the idealist philosophers, Semper placed great importance on the artistic expression of materials.

In his 1934 essay, Preliminary Remarks on the Polychrome Architecture and Sculpture in Antiquity, Semper entered the polychrome debate. Along with Jacques-Ignace Hittorff, Semper believed that Greek temples had been painted in antiquity. The Preliminary Remarks was a work that provided the first key to Semper’s Bekleidung theory. Semper considered polychromy as a continuous historical process - that is, as a practice characteristic of every period of high artistic achievement and therefore manifest in both pre-Greek and post-Hellenic architecture. In the opening pages of the Preliminary Remarks, Semper described
the human delight in color as fundamental to our being, residing in our instinct for play and adornment. Thus the first crude shelters were varnished or dyed with an imagination favoring bright colors in variegated combinations. Concurrent to the first surge of religious concepts, this instinct went through refinement. Technically, the process of polychromy was additive in its overlaying of procedures and celebratory motifs while stylistically, it was a process of symbolic and visual refinement.

Over the next few decades, this plea for the empirical understanding of materiality would be developed and refined in many ways, yet Semper would remain adamant in his belief that a deeply rooted appreciation of color was paramount to Greek artistic thinking and that this propensity revealed something of fundamental importance to all artistic activity. In his mature work on style published three decades later, Semper developed this idea further and introduced his theses of cladding (Bekleidung) and material transformation (Stoffwechsel) which would later be the basis for Loos’s idea of the aesthetics and functions of cladding.

Despite Semper’s emphasis on materials, his notion of function was not one-sided as Alois Riegl would later interpret it. For Semper, buildings and other artistic objects did not spring into being solely from the demands of the physical world. Architecture could not be reduced to materialism. Ingrained with the demands of production and an inclination toward comfort and warmth, were other drives toward symbolism and spiritual expression. The world of ideas emerged in alliance with materiality and needs. In other words, architecture sprung from both its purposiveness and its purpose.

Semper’s next theoretical efforts appeared seventeen years after the Preliminary Remarks, due largely to the success of his practice and six difficult years of political exile. The Four Elements of Architecture was a work that Semper composed in 1850, shortly before and after moving to London. While the first part dealt with the continuing issue of polychromy, the second part focused on the development of arts’ primeval motives through the theory of the four elements.
While in Dresden, Semper had already begun to advance the idea of the primordial forms (*Urformen*) in architecture and had delineated two ideas or motives generating the first abodes, the enclosure (*Umfriedung*) and the roof.\(^{14}\) Subsequently, he added the hearth to this list, and defined the surrounding wall (*Einfassungmauer*) as the first element of antique architecture among the southern races, and the primordial seed (*Urkeim*) for dwellings.\(^ {15}\) The enclosure acquired its architectural value by defining a new spatiality, or inner world, separated and protected from the outer, also by surrounding the hearth, or the social and spiritual counterpoint for the dwelling. In his Dresden lectures, Semper formulated two themes that were to be the focus of *The Four Elements*.\(^ {16}\) The notions of hearth gathering, walling, and roofing were regarded as basic ideas giving rise to architectural form. Another theme was the division of these motives into two fundamental dwelling types: the wall-dominated architecture of the south and the roof-dominated dwelling of the north.\(^ {17}\)

*The Four Elements* was based on the symbolic-structural function of the art form and its relationship to the tectonic concept of a building. Semper formulated a theory of artistic development in which all forms ultimately derive from the four social and artistic motives of hearth-gathering, mounding, roofing, and walling. Corroborated by the evidence of the Caribbean hut he saw in the Crystal Palace Exhibition of 1851, Semper’s four elements were comprised of a hearth, an earthwork, a framework, and an enclosing membrane. (figure 1) Semper assigned certain tectonic crafts to each of the four elements: textile to the art of enclosure and thus to the wall, carpentry to the structural frame, masonry to the earthwork, and ceramics to the hearth. After presenting the four motives, Semper focused on the enclosure and began to outline what later became central to his thinking: the metamorphosis of the motive into the idea of cladding (*Bekleidung*). The theory of cladding, thus, evolved from his thesis of the transformation from mats, carpets and wickerwork into the wall.\(^ {18}\)
This last motive, for Semper, arose in aboriginal societies with the definition of spatial boundary by means of hedges and vertically-hung mats. This hanging mat was later transformed into the art of textiles, first used alone as spatial enclosures, and then later applied to the more durable wall that served as its backing.\(^{19}\) Semper further argued that this spatial motive underwent another transformation around the time of the first Mesopotamian civilizations when the textile characteristics of the wall hanging were symbolically and visually transposed onto such materials as tile, brick, mosaic and alabaster wall panels. With the formation of Greek architecture, the textile, or dressing, motive attained its artistic culmination by transforming itself into a thin veneer of paint - a spatial dressing that for Semper covered the whole exterior surface.\(^{20}\) Here Semper proposed an interpretation of the development of architectural form as a process of symbolic transformation, where the desire was to clad the construction’s materiality with the expressive form.

This idea underlies the *Stoffwechseltheorie*, the theory of symbolic conservation, in which the mythical or spiritual values attached to certain structural elements cause them to be translated into petrified forms. Here the dressing or cladding of the wall was viewed as a kind of petrified fabric that symbolized a transformation of nomadic textile forms into a more permanent material.\(^{21}\) This *Stoffwechseltheorie*, “deals with the product of human artistic skill, not with its utilitarian aspect but solely with that part that reveals a conscious attempt by the artisan to express cosmic laws and cosmic order when molding the material.”\(^{22}\) Thus, material and construction were subject to the same evolutionary process as every other artistic phenomenon.

Nine years separated *The Four Elements* and Semper’s best-known publication *Der Stil in den technischen und tektonischen Künsten; oder praktische Ästhetik* (Style in the Technical and Techtonic Arts or Practical Aesthetics), written during the period 1860-1863. His emphasis on the four elements is superseded by a comprehensive consideration of the more basic technical operation underlying artistic creation.\(^{23}\) Semper then developed a theory where material imagination
stood at the center of architectural activity: the theory of cladding (*Bekleidung*). Merging the ideal and the real within the course of history, Semper saw the evolutionary path of architecture as linked by material and spiritual demands.

The subject of *Der Stil* was twofold, focusing on the development of art’s primeval artistic motives and a dissertation on the notion of *Bekleidung*. The main body of *Der Stil* is divided into four primary divisions: textiles, ceramics, tectonics and stereotomy. These are the classes of motives underlying architectural creation. This subdivision depends on the process of creation and the degree of elasticity of matter, from the “flexible,” the “plastic,” and the “elastic” to “solid” material. Semper eventually added the fifth division of metal, which he believed developed later and borrowed its motives from the other classes. These divisions compose the two volumes of *Der Stil*, with the subject of textiles consuming the entire first volume. Semper appended the *Bekleidung* thesis to this textile section.

The textile section begins with a definition of the motive’s basic function: 1) to string, to bind, and 2) to cover, to protect, and to isolate. Semper then examined style as it is conditioned by the material, the material’s treatment and the transposition of the motive into cladding. The cladding thesis was introduced in *Der Stil* by a subheading on the correlation of clothing with architecture, a subject that was never fully developed as he deferred the discussion on this topic to a never-completed third volume. Nevertheless, Semper continued onto the principle of cladding and its influence on architecture. In introducing this principle, he suggested that in Greece the cladding principle had become spiritualized, serving beauty more in a structural-symbolic than a structural-technical sense.

**Core-form and Art-form**

For Semper, each part of architecture could be thought of as being realized by two elements: the *core-form* and the *art-form*. The *core-form* of each part is the mechanically-necessary and statically-functional structure. It refers to the material and static function of an architectural element; for instance, the column’s function of support. The *art-form*, on the other hand, is the characterization by which the mechanical-statistical function is made apparent. It designates how the static
function of the core-form becomes apparent; for instance, the way the Greeks rendered the supporting role of a column in a way that was artistic and expressive of its function. For Semper, the art-form might be conceived as a conceptual veil that overlays the column, giving it its characteristic expression.

The sense of wholeness in architecture is generated by materials and elements being joined together, not by a natural unfolding such as the growing branches of a tree. Thus the work of architecture is unlike a work of nature with a tectonic structure. Architecture is made of dead and static materials. The art-forms of the building do not grow naturally out of its core-forms. Yet Semper remarked that

“decorative symbols have no real static function, but it is wrong to conclude that they are applied and added from outside.” Semper later gave the example of the Greeks, the only people who achieved “giving their architecture structure and tectonic products an organic life so to say…. Greek temples and furnishings are not constructed and skillfully joined, they have grown, they are not structures adorned by having floral and animal forms attached to them; their forms are like those that organic forces call forth when striving against mass and weight.”

Semper saw the art-form as arising at the same moment when the mechanical scheme of the core-form is conceived, so that the two are thought of as a unity and are born simultaneously. For Semper, both the structural part and the decorative symbol are closely related so that one cannot be altered without affecting the other. In other words, each must be a primary element born simultaneously with the whole. In this way, decorative symbols are not considered pure adornment but rather as coverings suggestive of a function performed by the core to which they are closely related. As Semper suggested, human artistic skill revealed a conscious attempt by the artisan to express cosmic laws and cosmic order when molding materials. The making of ornament is also a making of order to arrive at an articulated surface. In this way, ornament might be seen as a legible surface or as a covering suggestive of the function performed by the core.
As Semperian rationale illuminated the architecture of antiquity, it also opened the door for the externalization of the façade. While the Stoffwechseltheorie allows for an “evolution” of materials which are modified when changed from one to another, this evolution also allows ornament to increasingly free itself from the core to which it closely clings. If this suggests certain autonomy of cladding motives, a moment may arise when ornament conceptually emancipates itself from the core and becomes mere adornment. The formerly symbolic decoration may also become more and more of an arbitrary addition to the body of architecture once it is fully emancipated. In other words, the theory of the art-form and core-form relationship that seemed to fit Greek architecture became problematic in the stylistic eclecticism of the Nineteenth century. Cladding at times became arbitrary rather than an answer to necessity.

**Binding, Weaving, Dressing**

In the *Four Elements*, Semper differentiated the walls from the compressive earthwork, or load-bearing mass. This distinguishes the massiveness of the fortified wall as indicated by the German word *die Mauer*, from the light screen-like enclosure signified by the term *die Wand*. Although both terms imply enclosure, it is the latter that is etymologically related to the German word for “dress” (*Gewand*) and the verb *winden*, “to embroider, to sew.” The German word *Bekleidung* derives from the verb *kleiden*, “to dress,” which came from the root *Kleidung* meaning “clothing.” Both *Kleidung* and *Gewand* are connected both etymologically and logically to the concept of binding or *Verbindung*.

According to Semper’s rationale, the acts of weaving, binding, knotting or sewing were the first of all arts answering to human need. (figure 2) As cladding is an answer to the human instinct to bind, to order all architectural elements and parts to create livable space, it is also symbolic, suggestive of the cosmic order and the function performed by the core.

The concept of *Bekleidung* became problematic when it was interpreted only as the covering, paneling, or sheathing of a building in a technical or aesthetic
sense. The art of cladding was at times taken as synonymous with the externalization of architecture, an application of arbitrary decorative surface at will. The interpretation of the *Bekleidung* concept as the literal mask, the externalization of the façade, was the basis of attacks that other theorists lashed upon Semper.

For some of the Nineteenth Century theorists, the “art of cladding” had led architecture down the false path of “externalization,” the path in which undue prominence is given to the façade of a building. Theorist such as Alois Riegl and August Schmarsow failed to acknowledge Semper’s idea of the reciprocity between the spiritual and the material drives, thus neglected the fact that the *Bekleidung* theory was also suggestive of spatial creation. Cladding was thus misinterpreted as something diametrically opposed to the creation of architectural space.

**The Purposes of Cladding**

On January 24, 1856, at the Polyteknikum of Zurich, Semper gave a short inaugural lecture on ornament, which was focused upon the double meaning of Greek *kosmos*. *Kosmos*, *cosmos*, from which “cosmetic” was derived, signify both the order of the heavens and ornament. This ambiguity between order and ornament allowed Semper to view early Greek adornment as a process of applying decorative order (*Gesetzlichkeit*) to form: “when one decorates, one more or less consciously imposes a natural order on the object that is adorned.” This instinct of cosmic adornment, for Semper, was the key to Greek tectonics. Such instinct was also manifested in everyday life in the Greeks’ intelligible adornment of their bodies. Semper further argued that this intelligibility of body adornment, derived from decorative instinct, also carried a purpose. Bodily accessories that modify one’s physical appearance, such as a mask, were based on the impulse to terrify a foe. Along with the mask, painting and tattooing of the body were other manifestations of this tendency. Finally he arrived at the conclusion that: “It would not be too paradoxical to seek the origin of certain traditional surface ornament in the art of tattooing.” This suggests architectural ornament as a form of body-dressing or the masking of physical appearance. Semper wrote:
I think that the dressing and the mask are as old as human civilization, and the joy in both is identical with the joy in those things that drove men to be sculptors, painters, architects, poets, musicians, dramatists, in short, artists. Every artistic creation, every artistic pleasure presupposes a certain carnival spirit, or to express myself in a modern way – the haze of carnival candles is the true atmosphere of art. The denial of reality, of the material, is necessary if form is to emerge as a meaningful symbol, as an autonomous human creation.40

By suggesting the masking of reality and of material, Semper implied different levels at which cladding performs. Men also mask the material of the mask. First, the dressing may camouflage the material in a physical sense in the same way that Greek polychromy covers the marble underneath in order to conceal its material nature so it can be perceived as a pure form. Second, the art-form or artistic dressing may also camouflage the thematic content of the work and represent a message otherwise unrepresented, just as a man may wear a mask to presume another identity.

Semper’s attention to the mask lies in its content, the virtue of which is artistic symbolism. The goal of the mask is the representational language it conveys. By tracing the historical and artistic/utilitarian drive in which evolving materials and structural support systems were clad by the language of artistic ornament, Semper attempted to construct a universal account of the nature of building more than a stylistic or technical aspect of the surfacing itself.

The purpose of cladding is the point that separates Semper’s theory from Loos’s. Although Loos’s idea resonates with Semper’s Bekleidung notion, his theory also rejects certain symbolic representations of the surface. The task of the surface was to cultivate the property natural to the materials and the nature of each setting. Leaning toward the technical and formal language of materials, Loos’s Bekleidung theory was a way to create the unity of each setting through the nature
of cladding material, not through its symbolic language. Despite the differences, Semper’s symbolic language and Loos’s material language were a means to unify the ensembles of elements within each setting. They illustrate the will to create Gesamtkunstwerk with a certain level of pictorial reality. While Semper considered cladding to be symbols, Loos’s cladding was considered to be materials. For Loos, the ethics of the mask lie in the applicability and methods of production of materials. This ethical concern, however, was generated by new technology and material that emerged without their own language of form. The elasticity of material such as poured cement allows it to be molded into all forms. Loos’s Bekleidung theory coincides with one of the major effects of industrialization: the increased use of veneered construction. At the time Loos was writing, the adverse effects of this type of construction were much clearer to him than they had been to Semper. Hence, the difference between Semper and Loos toward the Bekleidung notion was partly marked by the effects of new technology, materials and methods of construction.

Loos’ attitude toward the ethics of material underlies his objection to the Ringstrasse buildings in Vienna. During the Nineteenth Century, Vienna witnessed a major change in its urban structure. The city walls and fortifications were demolished, and replaced with a wide tree-lined boulevard, the celebrated Ringstrasse, or Ring Street. (figure 3.) Along this ring road encircling the old city, major building projects were launched. Many public buildings as well as private dwellings were constructed in styles thought to be proper for each projects. It resulted in the new Gothic church, the Baroque imperial theater, the Greek parliament and the medieval town hall. (figure 4-7) As for the private dwellings, each and every apartment building employed different styles deemed grand and majestic. The architecture of the Ringstrasse freely borrowed architectural vocabulary from the past to create the image of the golden era. Constructed in the Nineteenth Century, the Ringstrasse buildings employed modern materials and techniques of construction. Yet, behind the façades of the Ringstrasse, another type of Viennese life loomed. The working class’s struggle, the trace of the era’s economic hardship, the physical and mental problems of the city, all were hidden behind the constructed façade.
Loos’s critic towards the *Ringstrasse* architecture was about its deception. In his essay Die Potemkinsche Stadt, or the Potemkin City, of 1898, Loos asserted that Vienna was not different from a village built in Ukraine by Count Potemkin, a Russian field marshal and favorite of Catharine II. In 1787, Potemkin built a sham villages for the occasion of the Empress’s visit, giving the impression of a high level of prosperity among the impoverished population. In this essay, Loos objected the fictitious language implying the opposite of reality and the way such language was carried out. In the interest of rent ability, the landlord is forced to nail on a particular kind of façade to the building. Loos linked the façades of the *Ringstrasse* building to props made out of canvas and pasteboard or figurative surface applied to the building.

As for Loos, the problem of masking the *Ringstrasse* buildings was due to the unethical language of materials. Cladding works as far as there is no confusion between the cladding and the materials clad. The boundary must be clear. Cladding must respect its own language of form. With poured cement imitating the stonework of the entire façade, such as in many cases of the *Ringstrasse*, the mask becomes a deception rather than the revealing of another content.

> *Every material possesses its own language of forms, and none may lay claim for itself to the forms of another material. For forms have been constituted out of the applicability and the methods of production of materials. They have come into being with and through materials. No material permits an encroachment into its own circle of forms. Whoever dares to make such an encroachment notwithstanding this is branded by the world a counterfeiter. Art, however, has nothing to do with counterfeiting or lying. Her paths are full of thorns, but they are pure.*

There is a level at which forms convey the nature of materials and methods of production. The virtue of cladding, for Loos, lies in its performative representation more than its symbolic aspects. Loos’s critical view towards the ethical function of architectural cladding became evident in his critique of ornament. His critique was not directed at a problem of ornament or not ornament, but at a problem of meaning.
The designers of that time often regarded surface as a provocation for the ornamental inventor.\textsuperscript{43} For Loos, ornament must be integrated with the way the building is built. As well as the way it is used which is opposite to the decorated sheds his contemporaries purveyed.

In his famous essay, *Ornament und Verbrechen or Ornament and Crime* published in 1908, Loos aimed to distinguish different kinds of ornament, not different ornamental shapes, nor different ornamental styles but two kinds of ornament, the first being indicative or capable of pointing away from itself towards something necessary but otherwise unrepresented, and the second being ornament which distracts or fails to represent and is unnecessary.\textsuperscript{44} Such unnecessary ornament is what is exemplified on the surface of the buildings of the *Ringstrasse* and was criticized by Loos. Architectural cladding is not a matter of covering up but a matter of indicating, pointing or revealing in the similar way that the small details of everyday life reveal the physiognomy of the culture.

According to Loos, as cladding clads, it also encloses. Apart from the material and technical aspects of cladding, Loos was also concerned with the empathetic language that cladding exerts upon the inhabitant. (figure 8) Surface cladding is that which is responsive to the character and function of the building, hominess on a house, security for a bank, and respect in a secular institution.\textsuperscript{45} These effects are produced by both the materials and the form of the space. What Loos proposed here was a kind of empathetic emphasis on *Bekleidung* to which Semper did not allude.

**Conclusion**

From Gottfried Semper to Adolf Loos, the concepts of architectural surface, cladding, dressing, or the *Bekleidung* notion is partly a response to the cultural expectation of frontality that calls for architectural order and definition. The purposes of cladding are responsive to spatial, material, and technical as well as symbolic aspects of the building. Cladding is not only a working of the flat surface of the
façade, but also a manifold of boundaries and enclosures, which binds architectural ensembles into a unified whole. Cladding is a tool to bind all parts and materials together into a new visible order. It also defines the way buildings are used and occupied. Architectural cladding is a response to the natural desire of humans to order, to bind, to shelter and to delimit. In this sense, Semper’s proposal of the wreath as the archetypal work of art, responds to the instinct and desire of mankind. Such desire antecedes all human artifacts, and hence precedes all spatial construct. In order for space to be considered as a part of either an architectural body or a city, it needs to be bound, ordered and differentiated at the same time that it is integrated as part of a larger field. *Bekleidung* is what lends both material and form to space. The spatiality of architecture as well as the city comes into being through this logic of binding and ordering the multiple levels of architectural boundaries in which we dwell.

**Figure 1** From Gottfried Semper, *Der Stil*, Caribbean Hut

**Figure 2** From Gottfried Semper, *Der Stil*, examples of knotting, weaving techniques
Figure 3 The Ringstrasse, 1910
Figure 4 The Votive Church (Heinrich von Ferstel)

Figure 5 The University (von Ferstel)

Figure 6 The Parliament (Theophil Hansen)

Figure 7 The Hofburg Theater (Gottfried Semper and Karl von Hasenauer)
Figure 8  Adolf Loos, Villa Müller
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